Sunset over As Sturge Moore lias championed Rickctts and Shannon, Moore so has Maurice Baring stood by the side of Chesterton and Belloc. Yet how different Baring's attitude to life! For while Belloc and Chesterton are, in a way, social revolutionaries— not Socialists—Maurice Baring accepts the society into which he was born. He is at home in Mayfair and the country house. He knows that the privileged classes are far from being conventional or narrow in their views; indeed, he represents a consistent quality of the aristocrat—extreme independence, bordering on eccentricity. Habitually gentle and humorous he has high spirits which may, in a moment, boil over; at such moments anything to hand might be hurled out of the nearest window. But in his writing there is no eccentricity. I delight in his books, for he gives to his characters, to his women especially, the physical and spiritual grace which painters once gave to their women's portraits. One must go to writers for the portrayal of finely bred men and women. I never envisage Baring's ladies with blood-red finger nails or sealing-wax lips. I envy Maurice Baring, Leo Myers, Vita Sackville-West, Viola Meynellj Elizabeth Bowen, their portraits of women, Love their women know, and passion, and the suffering which passion entails, but through all they keep their fine poise; which, on canvas, so few painters can give them.
Even George Moore, later in life, aimed at a finer quality in his characters and left his sordid ones for good, He was now occupied with the story of Heloise, 'My dear Rothen-stein/ he wrote from Ebury Street, 'You will forgive me I hope. My life was never quite so impossible as at the present. I go to bed thinking of Heloise and Abelarcl, of the great forest which they have just come through, of their arrival at Orleans which I am now trying to see as it was in n century (sic), the blue river in a grey green landscape covered with sails. The river is now sailless. The sand has silted. 1 must see their journey to Nantes, at least in outline—the different towns—Beaugency, Meung, Blois, Tours, 1 should like to pay you a visit and can go to you after dinner any evening, 116

